Abstract. The authors consider the problem of reconstructing (i.e., interpolating) a t-sparse multivariate polynomial given a black box which will produce the value of the polynomial for any value of the arguments. It is shown that, if the polynomial has coefficients in a finite field GF[q] and the black box can evaluate the polynomial in the field GF[qr2g,tnt+37], where n is the number of variables, then there is an algorithm to interpolate the polynomial in O(log (nt)) boolean parallel time and O(n2t log nt) processors.
1. Introduction. The polynomial interpolation algorithms play an important role in the design of efficient algorithms in algebra and their applications (cf. [G83] , [G84] , [K85] , [BT88] ). For the case of finite fields there were no deterministic polynomial time algorithms known (cf. [BT88] ) for the sparse interpolation problem. The existing methods required large extension fields of order GF[qn] ; so, for example, no effective procedures for finding primitive elements over an actual interpolation field were known without using randomization.
Here we remedy the situation by considering what we call a "slight" extension of fields, which is an extension whose degree over the coefficient field is logarithmic in nt, GF[qrclgq(nt) ]. The method of solution involves two major steps" (1) solving the zero identity problem of polynomials from GF [ q] by evaluating in a slight extension
In what follows we shall use the basic notions of the theory of finite fields (cf. [LN86] , [MS77] ) and algorithms for computing in finite fields (cf. [L82] ), and the basic models of parallel computation (cf. [C85] , [G82] Step 1: Choose s so that qS-1 >4nq(n-1)(). So let s=r21Ogq (nt)+3-. [L82] . An element is a generator of the cyclic group if and only if all these powers are distinct from 1.
Step 3: Denote N = (rq-1-) Step 6: Pick out in parallel any row i (i), 1 <=j -< n, of the matrix C and, for each l, 0_-< < t, plug tolC/ for each x in the black-box (with s =2 logq (nt)+ 3 7) for the polynomial f fk X k fk xkl X kn, where k (kl, k) and the number of k's is less than t, 0 -< k < q 1, fk GF[ q ] . We now pause to justify that iff 0, then for some /1 as above f(tole,) : O, where tolgo has been substituted for xj. We first show that for a suitable vector gi, 1-<iN N, X k' after substituting toe for x, any two monomials xk, would give different elements of GF [q] . Suppose that for some pair k, k' and 6i we have toe,.k= toe,.k'. This means that kC)i--kC'o(mod q-l) and so (k-k)=-O(modq-l). Since Ik-kl < q 1, Cij < 4N, we have I,1<=<= (k k)6i[ < (q 1)n4S < (q-1); therefore (k kfi)cij =0. For any pair of monomials xk, xk', we consider all the "bad" vectors i, l<-i<-N, i.e., those C for which 1-<__-<, (k-k')go=O. There cannot be more than (n-1) "bad" vectors for this pair, since if there exist such n vectors gil,'", C5,,, the corresponding n x n submatrix of C would have determinant zero. As there are at most () pairs of monomials, there is a vector , 1 -< ion N, that is not "bad" for any pair of monomials k, k', since ()(n-1)< N.
Let be some vector such that distinct monomials xk, x k' yield distinct elements of GF[q ] after substituting toio. We now show that f(tolg) 0 for some 0<_-l < t. If f(tolg) 0 for all l, 0 _-< < t, then XV 0, where X (fk)k and V (tol" k) is the x matrix whose rows are indexed by l, 0_-< < t, and columns are indexed by the k that appears as an exponent in f
Note that det (V) =I-Ikek' toy'-toy') 0 (it is a Vandermonde matrix), so
we have a contradiction. Therefore the identity-to-zero subalgorithm is correct.
We now continue with the main algorithm. Assume n =2" for simplicity of k k notation. Define S. {(kl, ", k2-,)" x-+ ..... X,5-l+z-I occurs as a subterm in some nonzero term of f}, where 1 -< a -< m + 1 and 0 _-</3 < 2 m+l-. We produce S, recursively for a 1,. ., m+ 1.
Basis
Step: Let a 1. Let {a l, a2,""" } be an enumeration of GF [M86] , and the recursion depth is O(log n). Steps 1-5 take O(N log (Nnq))processors.
Step 6 takes O(Nnt log z (Nnq))processors. Therefore the total cost (in processors) of the identity-to-zero subalgorithm is O(Nnt log (Nnq)).
We now proceed to analyze the complexity of the rest of the algorithm. In the basic step, we must invert thematrix (a) over GF[q] . This requires O(q log q)
processors by [M86] . In applying Steps 1-6 to test whether P/is identically zero, we refer q times to substituting to in a black box and calling the identity-to-zero test. 
